HFHMD uses predominantly 8” lap siding.
(Occasionally 6” siding will be called out.)

Always check with a supervisor to see which types of siding are to
be installed—and where—before beginning layout and installation.

Layout | Snapping lines
Horizontal chalk lines are snapped
with the help of a laser level to
ensure all courses are even, level,
and match across building.
• These mark the top edge of each
piece of siding.
Remember: Trust the layout lines!
• Do not measure up from the
previous piece or use a hand-held
level to check.
• Doing this will mean that one section
of siding will not match those on
either side, and this is very obvious
when looking at both at once.

Layout | Snapping lines
If you’re helping to mark these layout lines:

Always check with the staff supervisor
for laser-level starter lines.
• Depending on how a supervisor
begins layout, these may be your first
course of siding or you may need to
measure a set distance from these
lines to be your first course of siding.

Once the first mark is made accurately
using laser-level lines, use a guide stick
to mark every 7” from this first mark.
•

Using a guide stick is faster and more
accurate than measuring with a tape.

When snapping lines, make sure to pull chalk line as tight as possible.
It will sag under its own weight on long walls—use a middle man if necessary!

Layout | Marking Studs
Vertical Sharpie lines are drawn with a level to mark all of the studs.
Remember: Every nail needs to hit framing, so these lines need to be accurate!
1) Drive a nail from the inside next to a stud to
show on the outside where it is.
2) Measure over ¾” and mark the center of stud.
3) Measure from this known stud every 2’ for the
rest of the wall’s layout.
4) Test every third mark by driving a nail at that
point.
5) When you’re sure all marks are accurate, use a
6’ level to continue these Sharpie marks
(perfectly plumb) up the wall.

Studs often align with
blueboard seams – but don’t
trust this! Always test studs
before drawing plumb lines.

Alternately: As long as your trusses sit directly on studs, drop a plumb
line or chalk line down the wall from the truss to mark center of studs.
Remember: Stud layout may change between floors and between
units – always test the first stud mark before continuing to measure!

Layout | Starter Strips
The first, bottom-most course of siding needs a 1” ripped
“starter strip” of siding installed below it.
• Snap a chalk line 6” – 7” below the first siding layout line.
– Install starter strip with top flush to this chalk line.

• This strip mimics the standard overlap of all
courses above it, pushing the bottom edge
of the bottom course out to match.
– This strip should not be visible under
first course.
• Blueboard should not be visible under this
strip.
– Trim blueboard before installing starter
strip, if necessary.

Installation | The Basics
1) Measure and cut piece.
2) Hold piece up to horizontal line, making sure the back
edge of the top is exactly on the chalk line.
3) Install one 10d siding nail into the bottom face of piece,
about ½” up from edge, at every marked stud.
Make sure everyone is
using the correct nails:
10d Ringshank (galvanized)
For installing siding

16d (galvanized)
For installing exterior trim

Installation | Best Practices
Tip: Make sure volunteers are holding
the piece perfectly on this line, and are
looking down at it when they install.
• Looking up at a piece to see the
chalk line will make it about ¼” low.
• Take the time to raise that
scaffolding or move that ladder!

Too low: Installers were
looking up at the piece.

Perfect: Top, back edge of
siding sits exactly on chalk line.

Installation | Joints
When a course is longer than 16', two pieces
must meet in a butt-joint along the wall.

Measure from trim to the center of a stud and subtract ¼”.

• These joints must always be centered on a stud, so that the corners of both
boards can be nailed securely to it.
• Stagger these joints so that none line up directly above/below each other.
• Maintain the ⅛” gap between siding pieces for expansion and contraction.

Installation | Joints
Never join two pieces of siding directly
above or below a window or door.

Span windows and doors with single, whole pieces.
• Put the joint at least a foot away on either side.

Installation | Gaps
LP SmartSide is engineered to expand
and contract.
•

All lap-siding butt-joints should have a
consistent ⅛” gap to allow this.
• These gaps are filled with flexible exterior
caulk + silicone, then painted.

To create consistent gaps, have volunteers
place a single siding nail (or ⅛” metal shim)
between the new siding and the existing
piece of siding or trim.
• Push the new piece tight to this spacer.
• Subtract ¼” from each measurement to
allow an ⅛” gap on each side of each piece.

Installation | Gaps
These ⅛” gaps should be consistent
on both sides of a piece of siding.
• However, to make installation
easier, use the spacer on just one
side and verify that the other side
has consistent gaps.
• Place the spacer on the higherprofile side of the piece.
– For example, on the side
butting up against a door.

Installation | Overlap and Nailing
All lap siding will overlap by 1”.
• For example, our 8” lap siding will have layout lines
7” apart – after installation, pieces have 7” reveal.
• Remember, trust the layout lines.
– Do not measure and mark that 1” overlap.
– Especially because it’s closer to 7 ⅞”, and that depends
on where on the beveled edge you measure from!

All lap siding should be face-nailed through
this overlap.
• This means that these nail heads will show on
the final product, so make sure volunteers are
very careful starting and sinking those nails!
– Painted, they're nearly invisible.
– But hammer-marks can't be hidden by paint.
– Any siding that is cracked or chipped during
installation should be immediately pulled off
and replaced.

Installation | Overlap and Nailing
Nails should be installed approximately ½” up from
the bottom of the board.
• This ensures each nail secures the bottom of each
new board and the top of the previous one.
Tip: If volunteers are having trouble starting or
sinking these nails, have them use an ⅛” drill bit and
pre-drill these holes through the overlapped trim.
• Better to take a little longer than to have ugly
hammer-marks all over a board, or have to re-cut
it when a corner breaks off.

The first full course may need to be nailed higher,
depending on how much the siding overlaps the
foundation.
• Make sure these nails are hitting framing, and keep
the height consistent across the entire board.

Installation | Blueboard and Nailing
Remember:
• All siding is installed over a 1” layer of DOW blue board, which
serves as the home's exterior water/vapor barrier.
• This foam compresses easily, so make sure volunteers are not
driving nails too deep.
– This will compress the blueboard behind the siding at each nail,
making the siding look “wavy.”
– This is very obvious, very ugly, and very difficult to fix without
damaging the siding all around it.
Tip: If volunteers aren't sure when to
stop hammering, it's better to have a
nail sticking a bit too far out than to
have it sunk a bit too deep.
– We can always give it a couple taps later
before painting to make it perfect.

Installation | Above Concrete
Where siding will rest directly above concrete (such as on all
porches) always maintain a minimum ¼” gap above concrete.
• Use scrap siding as spacers to maintain a consistent gap over the
entire piece.
• If a piece of siding needs to be ripped to start a course over
concrete, always install the cut edge up, to be covered by the next
piece.
– On just this piece, the consistent gap at the bottom is more important
than holding the piece exactly to its chalk layout line.
– Notched pieces will necessarily have a cut edge facing the concrete.

Excellent: Cut edge up and hidden, factory edge
down and a consistent ¼” gap above concrete.

Don’t forget to trim blueboard
before installing this piece!

Installation | Around Windows & Doors
Remember: Span the entire window or door with one piece of siding.
• Avoid cutting two window/door notches in one piece of siding.
– It’s better and easier join two pieces centered on a stud between windows.

Measuring for notches:
• On the sides of notch, remember
to account for an ⅛” gap between
siding and trim.
• For top of notch, always measure
down from chalk layout line,
never up from window or up from
preceding piece of trim.
– Remember to account for an ⅛”
gap between siding and flashing
or trim.

Installation | Around Windows & Doors
Make the three long cuts first with a
circular saw, using safe plunge-cut
techniques for the long cut.
• Finish cutting corners of the notch
(where circular saw can't reach without
over-cutting the front) with a jig saw.
– Avoid making long cuts with a jig saw –
it’s never as accurate.

Make sure to hold siding to layout
lines, not resting on flashing or
pushed up to trim.
• Always check that the gaps are
consistent and a minimum ⅛”.

Best Practices | HVAC Penetrations
HVAC vents should be installed before siding. HVAC techs
should wait to mastic (seal) these vent covers until final trim.
• This allows you to pull the vent cover off for siding installation.
• Always check with a supervisor before removing vent covers.

Best practice is to have vent installed over
bottom piece of siding and under the top.
• This way water drains away from the
penetration, even without caulk.
• Notch siding around vents just like around
windows and doors, with ⅛” gap all around.
Make sure to replace self-tapping screws
into vent cover after siding installation.

Best Practices | HVAC Penetrations
If vent covers have already been sealed to inner ducting, do not
forcefully remove them.
• Notch top and bottom pieces of
siding around the vent.
• This is not ideal because this gap
depends on caulk to prevent
water getting behind siding.
• Notch bottom piece where
possible so that siding protects
this gap inside the vent.

If vent covers have not been installed before
siding, HVAC techs can cut through siding and
mount vent cover directly on top of siding.
• Again, this is not ideal because this gap depends
on caulk to prevent water getting between siding
and vent cover.

Best Practices | Plumbing Penetrations
Plumbing penetrations (such as sill cocks
and exhaust pipes) will have flanges to
help cover gaps between siding and piping.
Plumbers prefer that siding already be
installed so that they can center the
penetration in the middle of a piece, rather
than having the flange span an overlap.

Best Practices | Electrical Penetrations
Siding must be installed behind electrical
panels before panels can be installed.
Electricians prefer that siding already be
installed at exterior outlets and porch
lights so that they can center the
penetration in the middle of a piece,
rather than spanning an overlap.

Best Practices | Top Courses
The top-most course of siding usually must be ripped
under belly board, porch, or other horizontal trim.
• Measure from bottom of
horizontal trim to top of
preceding siding piece and
add 1” for overlap.
• Install this piece tight to
bottom of trim, ensuring
bottom corners at each
joint are flush.
Tip: It is better to have a slight gap at the top (which can be caulked) than to
have two bottom corners not line up perfectly (which will always be visible).
For short courses (4” or less), install a finisher strip (just like starter
strip) behind the top edge so that the angle isn’t as severe.

